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Description
The so-called 'fish plates' are a ceramic vessel type of the late 5th and 4th century BC,
mainly from Lower Italy, which is characterised by a conspicuous hanging rim and a central
depression. They are decorated with all kinds of marine animals closely based on the natural
model. This particular type of pottery was an extremely popular vessel for almost three
generations, i.e. between 390 and 300 BC.
The principle of fish plate iconography is completeness. The subject of the individual plate is
an excerpt from the marine fauna, delineated in alternating representations, which taken
together seems to represent the totality of all marine fish of the Mediterranean: bream,
octopus, perch, dorado, dolphin, but also the mythical sea creatures such as hippocampi and
nereids are not missing.
The actual purpose of the plates has not been clearly clarified to this day; their destination
and use seem ambiguous: the plates produced in the Greek colonies in the western
Mediterranean were usually used as burial objects and not as tableware as in the mother
country. This is evident in the choice of motifs. While in Athens the depiction of edible fish
clarified the function of the fish plate, in the West the dolphin was often depicted. It stands
for the symbol of life, while the sea was seen as the place where life was created. Thus, these
two symbols point to the otherworldly world of death. The images of the sea animals
become, as it were, a comforting message, an announcement of new life after death. (AVS)

Detailed description
Auf der Oberseite zwei aufeinander zuschwimmende Delphine, die einen kleineren Fisch
umzingeln. Auf der Kragenlippe Lorbeerkranz.

Basic data

https://nds.museum-digital.de/object/85048


Material/Technique: Clay / red-figured
Measurements: Height: 6 cm, diameter: 17.5 cm

Events

Created When 330-300 BC
Who
Where Western Greece

[Relationship
to location]

When

Who
Where Mediterranean Sea

Keywords
• Apulisch rotfiguriger Stil
• Bin
• Death
• Dolphin
• Grave good
• Sea
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